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Overview


Ontolog Community and Ontology Summits



Update on Ontology Summit 2008 (OOR)



Report on the Ontology Summit 2009

Ontolog Community
Ontolog Wiki
http://ontolog.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?WikiHomePage

What is Ontolog?


ONTOLOG (a.k.a. "Ontolog Forum") is an open, international,
virtual community of practice devoted to advancing the field
of ontology, ontological engineering and semantic
technology, and advocating their adoption into mainstream
applications and international standards.



Each year an Ontology Summit addresses key challenges
through virtual conversations and presentations over a four
month period



The process culminates in a face-to-face Summit at NIST
and the issuance of a communiqué intended to galvanize
efforts to explore the challenges

Ontology Summit 2008
Progress on the Development of
Repository Architecture (OOR)

Recap of 2008 Summit


Frank Olken -- "An ontology repository is a facility where ontologies
and related information artifacts can be stored, retrieved and
managed."



Open = accessible, minimal intellectual property encumbrances on
the ontologies, preferably open source code for the repository



Ontology = formal conceptualization (degree of formalization may
vary: frames, graphs (RDF), logic (OWL-DL, Common Logic, ...)



Repository = collection of ontologies, related materials, support for
storage, retrieval, integration, etc.

Goal of OOR


Goal of OOR was to promote global use and sharing of ontologies
by:
 Establishing a hosted registry-repository;
 Enabling open, federated, collaborative ontology repositories,
and
 Establishing best practices for expressing interoperable
ontologies and taxonomies in repositories.
 provide access to good quality ontologies for use in a variety of
software, and for education
 provide a place for persons to contribute new ontologies
 provide a means for ontology queries, ontology integration
 To facilitate development of new, composite ontologies

Micro- and Macro-OOR


Macro-level = level of entire ontologies
 Support storage, retrieval, query, annotation at the
ontology level
 Extends, specializes, revises, …relationships among
ontologies



Micro-level:
 Partitions of ontologies
 Individual concepts, axioms, ...
 Storage, querying, retrieval, updates, annotation
 Inferencing
 Mapping between concepts in different ontologies
 Integration of ontologies or portions of ontologies

OOR Architecture


Federated Architecture
 Scalable
 Storing, Sharing, Searching for ontologies and concepts
 Shared governance and management
 Supporting ontologies in multiple formats and levels of
formalism
 Explicit machine usable/accessible formal semantics for
the meta-model of the repository

Current Status


An OOR Sandbox is in place: http://oor-01.cim3.net/



OOR working group is exploring existing ontology repositories such as:










BioPortal
MMI (Marine Metadata Interoperability Project)
National Center for Biomedical Ontologies (NCBO) tools and
applications
COLORE (common logic ontologies)
Ontology for Assistive Technologies (ORATE)
and others….

http://ontolog.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?OpenOntologyRepository#nid17YJ

Ontology Summit 2009
Ontology-Based Standards

Theme of 2009 Summit


Intersection and common goals of two active communities which currently
do not work together





Information Standards





Information standards
Ontology and semantic technologies

provide specifications of information to support open access and exchange
Provides a significant market for the industrial use of ontologies

Ontologies



Provide methods to represent definitions of concepts and the
interrelationships among concepts
Can be used to improve the quality of standards, leading to more robust
implementation and interoperability

What Role Can Ontologies Play?


Ontologies can support the development, analysis, and extension of
information standards in industrial domains in several ways…


Formalize concepts in existing standards – the standards
document is the requirements specification for the ontology



Used to analyze existing standards – a method for testing rigor,
surfacing problems and semantic ambiguities – may be used to
improve the standard and its use



Support the integration of existing standards;



Provide the foundation for emerging standards or standards that
need to be put in place

Goal of the 2009 Summit


Identify the synergies between these two worlds and identify
challenges that can be used to galvanize the two communities to
work together



Many challenges were proposed throughout the online discussions
leading to the face-to-face Summit



Nine efforts which would demonstrate the advantages gained by
incorporating ontology approaches when developing and applying a
standard were endorsed, gained sponsors and formed working
groups

9 Supported Challenges
1.

A harmonized ontology of units and dimensions

•

Re-engineering Open Application Group specifications with
UN/CEFACT CCTS

•

Geospatial Catalog Mediation

•

Financial industry semantics - developments and potential
applications

•

Ontologizing product structure and properties

9 Supported Challenges
6.

Ontology Across Building, Emergency, and Energy
Standards - with Open Floor Plan Display
demonstration

7.

I-Ring (Realtime Interoperability Network Grid) for
Process Industry standards

8.

Connecting ISO/IEC 11179 to data sets

9.

Providing data sets and associated metadata for public
use

Challenge #1: Units of Measure Ontology


“Measurement units and dimensions (or dimensionality) are
essential for the meaningful communication of
measurements, design specifications, scientific data, medical
data, environmental data and regulations, and many
commercial transactions. Confusion over measurement units
can lead to disasters such as the demise of the Mars Climate
Observer satellite. An ontology of measurement units and
dimensions would have wide utility in many IT standards.”

Strawman Model for “Quantity”

Strawman Model for System of Quantities

Strawman Model for “System of Units”

Challenge #2: Re-engineering Open Application
Group UN/CEFACT CCTS Specifications


Open Applications Group builds and publishes a business
process interoperability standard for enterprise business
processes







Defines the basis for building business languages.
Enables all business languages to be based on same concepts
and building blocks.
Will increase interoperability within and across supply chains

Open Applications Group is embarking on a project to rework the OAGIS standard using the UN/CEFACT CCTS 3.0
methodology

Challenge #3: Geospatial Catalog Mediation


Goal is to leverage a standards ontologies registry-repository to
create and manage mappings between discovery-level models for
geospatial information and earth observation resources.



Two use cases would involve first the creation, discovery,
management, annotation of ontology artifacts and test their datalevel use in federated knowledgebases for cross-community
queries and broad "findability“

Challenge #4: Financial Industry Semantics


EDM Council is creating a financial industry semantics model
covering securities terms and definitions
 Existing standards focus
 Creating a framework to derive local semantics based on
the specialization of existing terms
 Requires establishing ontologies of data standards or
better reuse of cross-industry ontology standards



There is an important need to develop tools to enable
"synchronization" between work on such things as data
models and software classes and the Ontology.

Challenge #6: Building, Emergency, and Energy
Standards


Aims to build an ontology for spatial
representation and correlated temporal
representation to facilitate common understanding
for interoperability to support specific defined
services to support the integration of emergency
and energy standards.



Several organizations and “languages” need to
work together as a web service over the internet

Status Current and General


2009 Progress





Each of the working groups is moving forward to address
the challenges
Progress on each can be found on the Ontolog wiki

General Progress



Extremely encouraging that the dialog has moved from
the theory to practice
OntologySummit 2008 OOR progress may be seen when
we have sufficient number of related ontologies to test the
OOR architecture and functionality

Implications for NKOS


Ontolog community’s goal is to focus at the ‘concept’ level and
extended/richer relationships among concepts rather than the KOS
level





Pushing forward on the extended, richer relations that
were discussed by Dagobert Soergel back in 1999
A lot of effort will be required before we really
understand an OOR or extended registry on a practical
level

NKOS and IKOS are strong partners for this collaboration going
forward



Number of individuals participating in both communities
is growing – we need to further the cross-fertilization
Opportunity for involvement – issues for Ontology
Summit 2010 in discussion now

